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 Introduction 

It has been in the minds for many years whether parallel universe, worm hole concept and merging of universes possible, 

logically, the possibilities have been discussed here through common reasoning. The perfect system considering soul as the 

parameter/dimension makes all the above queries and more possible. Let us discuss these below. For notations or 

abbreviations used in this paper refer [1]. 

1. How suffering is balanced and parallel universe concept  

Top most HDS is a highly unified thing [1-3] assume it to be same as perfect system. It is basically positive and negative 

(flexible).Without negative it cannot exist as it cannot balance without negative (standing in positive it is acting negative). In 

order to make humans to aware of its negative side and make humans (managers) to stand in both positive and negative, this is 

only way because it is highly unified and all belong to it, detaching anything from it is difficult. In order to detach and include 

humans as a small constitient of it, it introduced the character dimension reducer (such as D-Cpfs..,etc).Thus because of its 

basic character of being unified thing and to make us like it, we happen to be sufferers. Along with suffering, we have 

advantage of taking birth as a human. If someone fails to get advantages, it would balance in other ways; one of the way is, 

say as reincarnation in parallel/other universe for those who do not fulfill the experiment allowed in this world. This is one of 

the possibility and the other way is to occupy that soul within it and acquire a place in its dimensional levels directly. The 
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parallel universe should also be made in order to logically fit the directions each human soul makes or to make nothing is 

waste in its creations. For example, males produce millions of sperms and the females produce millions of egg. Logically it is 

meaningless to have this many number of sperms and eggs to go as waste, although having one or two kids is enough for a 

human. According to me the parallel universe concept will maintain the dignity of top most HDS and will also make system 

of HDS a perfect one. Thus in order to maintain the same dignity, there should be a punishment for negative souls. 

There is another way the parallel universe concept can be better represented. Suppose it is applicable only after leaving this 

world/universe and consider it as a gift to those who had successfully accomplished their role as a human while living in this 

experimental world. Those goals or tasks which were not completed by positive souls will be assigned again to them in order 

to complete it and the ones who were dead will be gifted with life one more time. In accordance with the top HDS, anything 

can be made possible. In this world we have formed a small family with limited space, but in other world (after being passed 

away from the living state to being no longer alive) we may form big families with more space and dimensions [1, 4]; the 

missed paths we can travel there, thus the parallel universe concept can be justified for those who pass in this experimental 

world. Some souls which were dead even before getting senses, should have rebirth because in such cases the souls may not 

know the negative side of top HDS. In such cases the soul should know the negatives and this will be done by having more 

linkages than it should have in the world. The souls who have succeeded, HDS will help (train) such souls to know the 

negatives of top HDS. Let us say the lower HDS knew the negatives of top HDS in the same way having more linkage from 

top HDS. Top HDS balances everything in its creation [5]. 

2. Why merging of universes possible ? 

Everything is normal when there are humans on Earth upto a threshold limit. Earth with more than millions of human couples 

above the threshold limit makes the things go wrong. The need for second case is justified here in this section. So after this 

world, millions of worlds will be managed by each one passed the experiment in this world. Therefore, the limitations of other 

worlds should be known in order to add flavour of merging of this worlds or universes or to manage their own universes or 

space with the universes of other individuals who passed the experiment in this world. Even so, the controller is one. This is 

because each human has same anatomy and in that space the hidden forces acts. If each human anatomy is different, we would 

have strong evidence the controller is not same [6-8]. If you take each C, inside each C, the space is provided for all HDS. For 

example, we can say, the same stone used to build the house can be used to kill others (negative action). Thus the stone and its 

C agree for negative actions also without disappearing. Thus creator is one even merging of other universes happened, thus it 

is immaterial to argue that here in this world from two different sources energy/dimensions are given to humans. More over 

for a perfect system, the merging should also happen to add flavour based on mutual agreement; this will illuminate the new 

worlds (people talk of heavens). The agreement of universes itself will tell the controller is one. 

3. Is there any flashback retrieval possible? 

The question is where there is flask back of each incidents happening in this world will be stored. The perfect system model 

can explain this. We record incidents in this world and store in hard drives (basically from sand) then why without making 

hard drives, the incidents happening in this world cannot be stored. With the infinite dimensional capabilities of C, there 

should be dimensions (for memory) dedicated in each C for storing its life path. If we consider the world with the rule that 

after getting enough managers one day they will die or disappear.Then how to retrieve its history? It is possible according to 

perfect system assumption, that is the dimensions meant for storing life path of each C would compact and may be stored in a 
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separate space, may be in the invisible state and at any time, it could be retrieved back similarly like in case of pen drive or 

hard disk or CD/DVD drives. 

4. How to plot right and wrongs without guidance? 

Even without guidance we are falling into the rules and the self-realization of things are made possible. As the rules makes us 

realize whether we are fit for next level in another world to be managers or to join the side of the top HDS. No need of any 

prior preaching or teaching to us. Simply if something is hurting us, we must not do the same to others. Thus without any 

guidance we would be follow the rules and our decisions taken by us, automatically turns out to be in right direction. Based on 

what dimensions we are in, makes us fit to next level unknowingly. If we follow this rule by not hurting others or commiting 

any sins to others, we will be eligible for next higher dimensional level automatically. 

5. You are not alone 

In a perfect system, top HDS should know everything and also our history should be stored in a memory just like hard disk to 

retrieve flashback. In order for this to happen, there should be separate dimensions dedicated in each C. A xerox copy of ours 

or each C in invisible state (HDS) should exist to know A-Z dimensions of ours. More over when a person dies (after passing 

this world), there should not be any loss of known people in a perfect system. This no loss of any known is people is done by 

HDS existing hidden in each C per person. This HDS have the capacity to mimic all activities what a human has done while 

living in this world. This even can form exactly the same human in particle and fundamental form with same memory; that is 

a same human/C when he/she/C in this world. Thus we will not loss even a single person we seen in our life time as exactly 

xerox copies can be reproduced in combinations of prime factors [1, 9].Thus we are not alone when we or C are born. Exactly 

same of us/C exist hidden inside us. Not a single xerox, many xerox can be produced in a perfect system. If a person known to 

us does more wrongs and may not reach to HDS state or get demoted, then part of our soul that has committed wrong, which 

cannot be justified by HDS would go to lower state and should be list permanently; the good part will be restored by HDS for 

next level. 

All people have bit of goodness with them, this will stay even after death as the HDS carrying us or hidden inside us will 

express this positive side. Thus we won’t miss a single person we have seen in our life time here in earth. From our soul, 

wrong part will be detached. We may not know our good part is in better state if we demoted as the senses will be hidden you. 

Others known to you reaching HDS would not have the feeling of losing you. Originally you are lost as you crossed the limit 

of doing wrongs, so your original senses gained in this world will be with you in the demoted state. This happens when 

someone has killed many souls in the world which cannot be reversed. The very fundamental unit of this universe C can be 

assumed as a wasp habitat/honey bee, which is said as visible to us (as infinitesimally small), meant for this world. Say there 

are drivers in each array meant for this world, but there are arrays for the HDS meant for the perfect system to take you to a 

parallel universe, produce flashback and to provide us a judgment for next level. The honey bee habitat is a revelation shown 

to author, say as a kind of communication [14]; thus used to explain the very fundamental unit of the universe. 

Why you are lucky to be born? 

The limitations of ours and this universe only pave way for rule formation in this universe, which is to know the negative side 

of top HDS or creator, to fulfill the purpose of creation. Inabilities or handicappedness in this universe is not handicapped 

rather it is to fulfill the purpose of creation. The purpose of creation is to become like top HDS by knowing the negative side 

of top HDS. Is there no other way to fulfill purpose of creation? (to make humans to know negative side of top HDS to 
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become managers). The answer might be no, because the top HDS is highly a unified one, nothing can be detached. In a 

perfect system, it is assumed we are part of this HDS. Also the basic combinations of existing as positive and negative makes 

the answer no. In order to become like top HDS (positive and negative), the negative must be known [10]. This might be the 

only way. Take the example diagram below in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIG.1. Soul level dimensions of HDS System. 

 

 

Subjected to negative means sufferings and subjected to positive means comfort. From the diagram, in order to travel in the 

negative space of top HDS, human should know to stand in sufferings. Though this sufferings seems to be large, this is for 

short time of our life period in this world. Here anyhow it is not flexible negative but in other perfect world this should be 

flexible one, thus negatives add favours. Here we are discussing soul level dimensions primarily as it is primary among prime 

factors and have effect on other prime factors. Soon it will raise the question that those who gain comfort cannot reach next 

level. It is possible, when these people use their senses [14] in right direction in a way suffering people gets benefit. Thus the 

experience or losses in this world (composed of particles and fundamental forces [11-13]) are really not a loss, the soul level 

loss is the real loss. Let us protect our souls. 

Thus logically those who are subjected to more negatives in this world by negative doing people, the equal amount or more of 

the positive dimensions should be added to them in next level; therefore the dignity or justice of top HDS will be maintained. 

Thus by knowing positive and negatives of top HDS, humans will become small constituent of top HDS. Let’s say, in Eden 

the humans would be the only creature who would know the positive side of top HDS. Thus the advantage of pain in this 

world is to know more of top HDS and become one like it. 

What will happen to those who fail in this experimental world? They may be judged, punished and permanently be made nil 

or nothing (the state they were not born). Thus to be born as humans is lucky (to know and feel more of HDS) and to live a 

good life is still luckier as you will own infinite dimensions like top HDS to become managers [14]. This is based on perfect 

system assumption. Thus humans are special as we learn here to manage without direct help of top HDS. 
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Thus in this paper parallel universe concept is explained based on the paths humans have not taken in this world or universe. 

How the sufferings in this world will be balanced is discussed based on parallel universe or perfect system model. The 

possibilities for the merging of the universe also discussed. In addition possibilities for flashback storage and why we are 

lucky to be born is discussed. Though it looks philosophical, the mathematical model and algorithms can be developed based 

on perfect system model considering soul as a parameter. Recently scientists could extract our inner thoughts into words right 

from birth. The output from this can be fed to the new algorithm that is based on perfect system model, which will give the 

information like in which space we will be placed after passing this world approximately. This reflects the futuristic aspects of 

the space science. 
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